For over eighty years, the name Otto Bock has been synonymous with leading-edge products in orthopedics and rehabilitation technology. With its new Superfour — an all-wheel drive outdoor wheelchair — Otto Bock once again takes the "limited" out of "limited mobility".
Harmony of form & design

Seeking new goals, discovering new frontiers. Superfour – a dream come true.

Who says that new terrains are off-limits for power wheelchairs?

Who says that power wheelchair technology has reached its peak?

The Otto Bock Superfour all-wheel drive outdoor wheelchair is equipped with four hub motors that provide for unrivaled climbing ability and distance range. Add to that Otto Bock’s individualized custom-made fitting, and your dreams for personal independence may well have come true. The Superfour – another testimony to Otto Bock creativity and innovation.

Optimal driving is made possible by an electronic differential and a 130 mm spring excursion. The all-wheel drive steering has an extremely small turning radius and allows for unrestricted mobility in outdoor terrains.

With a climbing ability of up to 40%, the Superfour can venture onto routes hitherto inaccessible by wheelchair. This is made possible by four individually suspended hub motors and the integrated hybrid drive.

The automatic seat tilt prevents drivers from sliding off the seat when going downhill; an ideal sitting position and more safety is thus provided at all times.

Getting into and out of the wheelchair is easier and simpler than ever. With the push of one button, the entire seating unit slides down toward the front to receive or drop off the driver.

Your independence is our goal. Our Superfour R&D team was truly committed to taking the “limited” out of “limited mobility.” For that reason, the Superfour is equipped with the best state-of-the-art technology: a hybrid drive with generator, four hub motors with electronic differentials for optimal drive, a single-wheel suspension with 130 mm spring excursion per wheel (to drive over higher obstacles), and a navigation system.
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Single-wheel suspension with 130 mm spring excursion

Navigation system

Automatic seat tilt

Automatic seat tilt prevents drivers from sliding off the seat when going downhill; an ideal sitting position and more safety is thus provided at all times.
Urs Schönauer – a commitment to mobility.

With the Otto Bock Superfour, Swiss designer Urs Schönauer succeeded in greatly increasing the mobility and quality of life for wheelchair drivers. Its aesthetic and ergonomic design — increasingly in demand today — can also be applied to other devices and products.

Superfour – can´t fly!

- Four-wheel drive with four hub motors
- Extraordinary climbing ability of up to 40%
- Hybrid drive with a distance range of 200 km
- All-wheel steering with extremely small turning radius
- Navigation system that increases mobility
- Single-wheel suspension that allows to overcome higher obstacles
- Halogen headlamps offer more light for more safety
- Automatic seat tilts provides for neutral seat position at all times
- Seat adjustment allows for easy getting in and out
- Weather protection for more comfort in all kinds of weather